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Abstract. The physical specificity of gravity as a Goldstone-typ¢ field responsible for

spontaneous breaking of space-time symmetries is investigated and extended up to supcrgravity. Problems of the Higgs gravitation vacuum and its matter sources are discussed. A
particular"dislocation" structure of a space-time due to Poincar6 translation gauge fields and
the corresponding modification of Newton's gravitational potential are predicted.
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1. Introduction
The geometric nature of gravity as a metric field was established by Einstein's general
relativity which we take as the base of gravitation theory. The physical specificity of
gravity as the Goldstone-type field is now clarified by means of gauge approach to
gravitation theory (Sardanashvily 1980; Ivanenko and Sardanashvily 1983; Ivanenko
et al 1985).
At present, gauge theory is well known to provide the theoretical base of most part of
current unification attempts in particle physics. Apparently, a necessary step for
including gravity in the unified gauge picture of,fundamental interactions consists in
constructing a comprehensive gauge gravitation theory itself. We share the opinion of
many authors that a gauge gravitation theory must contain Einstein's general relativity
as the particular case. However, the main dilemma that one faces is that Einstein's
gravitational field is a metric (or tetrad) field, whereas gauge potentials are connections
on fibre bundles.
The Poincar6 group gauge approach (which dominated the gauge gravitation researches for a long time) has not succeeded in providing a gravitational field
with the status of a translation gauge potential (Sardanashvily 1983; Ivanenko and
Sardanashvily 1983; Dass 1984; Kawai 1986). This approach was based on the seeming
coincidence of tensor ranks of a tetrad field h~, and a translation gauge field A~.
However, a more rigorous fibre bundle formulation of the gauge gravitation theory has
shown that these fields are different mathematical objects (Sardanashvily 1983, 1984)
(see § 5).
Supporters of the Poincar6 group lose sight of the fact that not only gauge potentials,
but Higgs-Goldstone fields also appear in gauge theory when symmetries are broken
spontaneously. A gravitational field turns out to be just a field of this type (see § 3).
Gauge gravitation models used to be based on the conventional gauge principle of
gauging a global symmetry group. However, there exist different types of gauge
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transformations that this gauge principles fails to discern (Sardanashvily 1984). This
defect appeared to be essential in the case of"external" (space-time) symmetries (see § 2).
In particular, holonomic gauge transformations (which have no internal symmetry
analogy) are beyond the scope of such a gauge principle. Therefore, we base our
consideration on the more general principle of formalization of field systems by fibre
bundles.
This principle is based on the mathematical definition of a classical matter field as a
global section q of some differential vector bundle B=(V, G, X, ~t) with the typical
fibre V, the structure group G over the base manifold X 4 (Eguchi et a11980;Daniel and
Viallet 1980; Ivanenko and Sardanashvily 1983). The bundle atlas W = {Ui, ~bi}(where
U~ and ffi are patches and morphisms of trivializations of B) and the coordinate atlas
Wx of the base X define the reference frame and the coordinate frame such that a field
q(x) is represented by a family of V-valued functions {q~(x)= tpiq(x),x ~ Ui} with respect
to these atlases. Changes of atlases W and Wx induce gauge transformations and
coordinate transformations of field functions q~(x). Gauge potentials appear as
coefficients of a local connection t-form A on the bundle B. Thus, gauge theory is the
direct issue of the fibre bundle formalization of field systems.
The fibre bundle formulation of gravitation theory is based on the mathematical
definition ofa pseudo-Riemannian metric g as a global section of the fibre bundle BX of
pseudo-Euclidean bilinear forms on tangent spaces over X 4. To construct this
formulation we follow the pattern of Einstein's general relativity based on the relativity
and equivalence principles. Both principles still appear either anew approved or refined
and even partly rejected (Treder 1971; Ivanenko 1980; Ivanenko and Sardanashvily
1985). Their veritable status seems to be better clarified now due to the gauge
reformulation of gravitation theory (Ivanenko and Sardanashvily 1981, 1983).
In Einstein's gravitation theory the relativity principle postulates the invariance of
physical equations under reference frame changes. However, the notion of a reference
frame is itself still a subject of discussion in gravitation theory (tvanenko 1980;
Ivanenko and Sardanashvily 1985). Following the pattern of fibre bundle formalization
of gauge theory, we define a reference frame in gravitation theory as option of a certain
atlas W of the tangent bundle TX over a space-time manifold X 4. This definition is close
to that used in the tetrad formulation of gravitation theory, and the traditional
generally covariant form of gravitation theory corresponds to the particular case of
holonomic frames (see § 2). The group of all reference frame changes is the gauge group

GL(4, R)(X).
Thus the relativity principle in fibre bundle terms proves to be identical to the gauge
principle, and gravitation theory can be built directly as the gauge theory of space-time
symmetries. However, as distinguished from the internal symmetry case, in gauge
models of space-time symmetries there are always two classes of gauge transformations
(see § 2). These are familiar atlas transformations of a matter field bundle B and atlas
changes of the tangent bundle TX, because space-time transformations act on both
fields and operators of partial derivatives Ou as vectors of tangent spaces. The specificity
of the gauge principle in the space-time symmetry case lies in the fact that the invariance
of a matter action functional under space-time gauge transformations of the second
class needs introduction of a metric field besides gauge potentials.
However, the relativity principle fails to fix the Minkowski signature of this metric,
and the correspondence of these gauge fields to the Lorentz group as it takes place in
gravitation theory is not indicated. Therefore, one needs some supplementary
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condition and the equivalence principle is called into play in the gauge gravitation
theory.
The equivalence principle in gravitation theory must guarantee transition to special
relativity in a certain reference frame. However, most of the existing formulations of this
principles are based on disappearance of a gravitational field as the criterion of this
transition, although a gravitation curvature cannnot be removed by any reference
frame option. We proposed to modify the equivalence principle (Ivanenko and
Sardanashvily 1981, 1983). Since special relativity can be characterized in geometric
terms as the geometry of Lorentz invariants (in the spirit of F Klein's Erlanger
program), in our formulation the equivalence principle postulates the existence of a
reference frame where Lorentz invariants can be defined everywhere on a space-time
manifold, and these would be conserved under parallel transports.
This postulate admits the strict mathematical formulation. This means that the
structure group GL(4, R) of the tangent bundle and the holonomy group of the
connection A on this bundle must contract to the Lorentz group L = SO (3, 1). The
corollary of these contractions is the existence of the pseudo-Riemannian space-time
metric g obeying the metricity condition ( d - A ) g = 0 (see §2). Here, the Lorentz
connection A includes generally a torsion part K~,-A[~,,] besides the Christoffel
symbols. Thus, the gauge gravitation theory based on the relativity and equivalence
principles reformulated in fibre bundle terms is the gravitation theory with torsion
whose source is the spin of matter.
The equivalence principle singles out the Lorentz group as the exact symmetry
subgroup of the gauge group GL(4, R)(X) of space-time symmetries broken spontaneously due to a gravitational field (see § 3).
In quantum field theory a global internal symmetry group G is called spontaneously
broken if the vacuum is invariant only under a subgroup H of G. To model such a
vacuum one can make use of classical Higgs-Goldstone fields O-inserted into an action
functional. Since Go-# o-, an action functional S, a generating functional Z, and Green's
functions of matter fields become G-covariant such that transformations G ~ g: a-,o-'
induce transitions between non-equivalent vacuums (see § 3).
Higgs-Goldstone fields are part and parcel of most of contemporary gauge unified
models. In fibre bundle terms such a field O-is represented by a global section of the fibre
bundle in quotient spaces G/H (Trautman 1979; Ivanenko and Sardanashvily 1983;
Nikolova and Rizov 1984). By the well-known theorems (Kobayashi and Nomizu
1963) there is an atlas W" of this bundle such that field functions O-itake on values in the
centre of the quotient space G/H, i.e. O-is reduced to the H-invariant Higgs component
relative to W', whereas Goldstone components of O-are removed.
A gravitational field as well as Higgs-Goldstone fields of internal symmetries violates
the Lorentz invariance of an action functional S and of a generating functional Z which
become GL(4, R)-covariant. In turn this induces the non-invariance of Green's
functions and a vacuum of matter fields under space-time symmetrie~ (see § 3). In fibre
bundle terms a pseudo-Riemannian metric g as well as Higgs-Goldstone fields of
internal symmetries is represented by a global section of the bundle B isomorphic with
the fibre bundle in quotient spaces GL(4, R)/L. This metric possesses the L-invariant
Higgs-type component which is the Minkowski metric, r/ and Goldstone-type
components, i.e. a gravitational field identified with deviations of g and r/. However, in
contrast to Goldstone fields of internal symmetries, a gravitational field cannot be
removed by any gauge. The reason lies in the fact that space-time transformations act
¥
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also on operators of partial derivatives 0~, but these operators include tetrad functions
ha~a~ relative to the nonholonomic atlas Wg where metric functions g~ are reduced
to the Minkowski metric r/. In other words, a gravitational field does not vanish, but its
metric form is transformed into the tetrad form under the gauge g~= r/.
Thus, the treatment of gravity as the Goldstone-type field seems to be quite
reasonable. This treatment poses a question on the existence of the Higgs gravitation
vacuum which is not reduced generally to the Minkowski background metric. In our
opinion, the Higgs vacuum of unified models may pretend on the role of a matter source
of the Higgs gravitation vacuum due to specificity of Green's functions of fields
responsible for formation of the Higgs vacuum (see § 3).
The fibre bundle description of Goldstonic gravity can be expanded to supergravity
(Ivanenko and Sardanashvily 1986; Sardanashvily and Zakharov 1986). Although the
present theory ofsupergravity seems rather clear, the mathematical and physical status
of anticommuting coordinates still remains unclear. This theory needs the rigorous
mathematical formulation just as gauge theory has been formulated in fibre bundle
terms (see § 4).
Since translation gauge potentials fail to be utilized for describing a gravitational
field, a question on their physical meaning arises. At the same time, gauge potentials of
spatial translations seemingly possess quite a satisfactory physical treatment as fields
describing dislocations in the theory of continuous media (Krfner 1982; Kadi~ and
Edelen 1983). It suggests that gauge potentials of Poincar6 space-time translations also
represent fields describing sui generis dislocations of a space-time manifold (Edelen
1985; Sardanashvily and Gogberashvily 1986). The source of these potentials is the
energy-momentum tensor of matter, and these are inserted into motion equations via
the effective metric ~ (see § 5). Therefore, translations gauge fields can introduce
corrections to standard gravitation effects, e.g. the Yukawa type deviation to Newton's
gravitation potential whose experimental verification has received much attention in
the last decade. Therefore, translation gauge potentials may be responsible for weaker
forces than gravity as discussed by some of the authors.
~a =

2. Gauge gravitation theory
We base our consideration on Einsteir.'s geometric conception of a gravitational field
identified with components of a space-time pseudo-Riemannian metric.
In fibre bundle terms a metric gravitational field on an orientable paracompact
manifold X 4 is defined to be a global section # of the fibre bundle B of pseudoEuclidean bilinear forms on tangent spaces Tx over X 4. This bundle B is associated
with the tangent bundle TX possessing the structure group GL(4, R), and B is
isomorphic with l~hefibre bundle Q in quotient spaces GL(4, R)/L. The global section h
of Q describes a gravitational field in the tetrad form. By the well-known theorems
(Kobayashi and Nomizu 1963) this section exists if and only if the structure group
GL(4, R) of TX contracts to the Lorentz group, i.e. there exists an atlas Wg= {Ui, ~bi}of
TX such that all transition functions ~ b 7 1 of q~g are reduced to the elements of
Lorentz gauge groups L(Ui c~ Uj). All local metric functions g~= ~b~gcoincide with the
Minkowski metric, and tetrad functions hi= ~Th takes on values in the centre of the
quotient space GL(4, R)/L relative to Wg.
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A tetrad field h used to be written as local sections hi(x), x e Ui, of the principal

GL(4, R)-bundle up to multiplying h~ on the right by elements of gauge Lorentz groups
L(Ui), i.e. hi = hiL(Ui). This freedom reflects the non-uniqueness of the atlas ~ . With
respect to any atlas W of TX these tetrad functions read h~=~q(~k~)-~ as matrix
functions acting in the typical fibre of TX and describing gauge transformations from
some atlas Wg to a given atlas W = {Ui, ~'~= hiff~ }. In particular, g~= hi(r/) relative to W.
Option of a certain atlas W of the tangent bundle TX defines a reference frame in
gravitation theory. In particular, a local frame tetrad (vierbein) {t(x)} = ~b( ~(x){t}
(where {t} is the basis of the typical fibre R 4 of TX) can be erected at every point o f X 4.
The traditionally general covariant form of gravitation theory corresponds to the
special case ofholonomic atlases when a bundle atlas W = {Ui, ~i = atpi} correlates with
a coordinate atlas Wx= {Ui, tpi}, i.e. tu(x)=0/4 are oriented along coordinate lines.
Respectively, the gauge group GL(4, RXX) of reference frame changes contains the
subgroup of holonomic gauge transformations
!
V
I/4
(~k,i)- 1~bi =gi(x): t/4(x)-~t/4(x)=
t,(x)cgx/c~x
,

accompanied by coordinate transformations ~p~tp~-~:x/4--,x'/4.
However, one meets different types of gauge transformations in gauge theory
(Sardaoashvily 1984). In the case of internal symmetries these are reference frame
changes and transformations of fields under a fixed reference frame.
Gauge transformations of the first type are atlas changes
s

v = {ui,

=

{ui,

¢,', =

where gi(x) are elements of gauge groups G(Ui) of G-valued functions on Uv All these
transformations form the gauge pseudo-group PG(X) which is reduced to the gauge
group G (X) = XiG(Ui) if the cover {Ui } of X is fixed. Gauge transformations of the first
type keep sections of a matter field bundle B unchanged, but these transformations alter
representations of sections by field functions qi= ~biq--.q'i=¢'iq.
Gauge transformations of the second type are generated by equivariant mappings F
of the total space tIBo of the associated principal bundle B e, i.e.

~z[F(p)]=rc(p), F(pg)=F(p)g, petIB~,

n:tIBG~X.

Such a mapping F can be written as F(p)=py(p) where 7 is a G-valued function on
tIB~ such that 7(pg)=g-~7(p)g. Then, F induces the fibre-to-fibre mapping
F': (p, v)/G~(p, 7v)/G of the total space tlB = (tlBo x V)/G of the matter bundle B, and
consequently this alters sections of B, i.e. q~q'= 7q.
We can show that for any field transformation q--,q'= 7q there exists the reference
frame change
v = { ui,

{ u , , 4,; = r - 1(4,,- 1

such that q looks relative to W' just as q' looks relative to W, i.e. ~biq'=~b'iq
(Sardanashvily 1984). Therefore, a field action functional, being invariant under gauge
transformations of the first type, turns out to be also invariant under gauge
transformations of the second type. The second type transformations compose the
group ~(X) of global sections of the associated bundle B6 whose typical fibre is G, but
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in contrast with the principal bundle Bo, the structure group G of Bo acts on G by the
adjoint representation (Daniel and Viallet 1980; Sardanashvily 1984).
In comparison with internal symmetries, space-time symmetries transform both
fields q"= #~qb (where a, b are intrinsic spin indices) and quantities of nonfield-type
differential forms dx" and derivatives 0~. Therefore, space-time gauge transformations
of the first type consist of two different classes. These are atlas changes of a matter field
bundle B and atlas changes of the tangent bundle and associated tensor bundles.
Atlases of these bundles a~e equivalent, but not always identical. For instance, a spinor
bundle B admits only nonholonomic atlases Wg and Lorentz gauge transformations.
Space-time gauge transformations of the second type are induced by diffeomorphisms x--.x'(x) of a space-time manifold X 4. These represent fibre-to-fibre transformations of the tangent bundle TX (and tensor bundles) which read

Tx e zvOv~ z~'t?v,= (z"t?x¢ /c3x")O¢ ~ Tx,t~),

(1)

relative to a holonomic atlas • of TX. Transformations (1) yield familiar covariant
transformations

3,/1 ::: (x) ~ ~t.#: : ' ( x t ) = Oxt/~ /Ox v . . . Oxa/Ox"~: :~ (x),

(2)

of tensor fields. For any transformation (1) there exist a coordinate transformation of
Wx and a holonomic transformation of W of TX (i.e. which belongs to the second class
of the first type gauge transformations) such that the corresponding transformation of
tensor fields looks like transformation (2).
The second type partners of the first class of the first type gauge transformations fail
to be admitted by gravitation theory. For instance, such gauge Lorentz transformations of spinor fields in a matter Lagrangian are always accompanied by transformations h,u--*h,", of tetrad functions. However, a tetrad gravitational field h is the quotient
#
#
of tetrad functions h,~ by gauge Lorentz transformations h,~h,,,
and these only
indicate changes of an atlas Wo. Hence, to keep a matter Lagrangian invariant the initial
transformations of spinor fields must belong to the first type gauge transformations.
Note that some authors (DeWitt 1965; Logunov and Mestvirichvily 1986) consider
gauge transformations whose generators are Lie derivatives. In contrast with
diffeomorphisms (1), such transformations fail to conserve the volume ( - O)1/2d4x, and
these keep the invariance of an action functional only up to accuracy to the first order in
parameters k", because

k"D~:fvL(-g)a/Zdgx~fvO~(kU'L(-g)X/2)d4x

=0,

if k" = 0 on the boundary 0 V. Deviation of a Lagrangian under finite transformations of
this type fails to be reduced to the divergence of any quantity, and therefore, an action
functional is non-invariant under them.
The relativity principle postulates the invariance of an action functional under the
first type gauge transformations. Here the invariance under gauge transformations of
the first class requires introduction of gauge fields as in the standard scheme of gauge
theory, whereas the invariance under gauge transformations of the second class bring
into play a metric field g besides gauge fields A.
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The equivalence principle formulated in § 1 establishes that the metric O and the
connection A introduced by the relativity principle are the pseudo-Riemannian metric
and the Lorentz connection. This principle guarantees: (i) the existence of a pseudoRiemannian metric O and Lorentz invariants formed by means of 9 with respect to the
atlas Wg; (ii) the constancy of these invariants under parallel transport, because the
local 1-form of the connection A takes on values in the Lie algebra of the Lorentz group
relative to ~g; (iii) the covariance of these invariants under reference frame changes.
Thus, the equivalence principle defines the Klein-Chern geometry (Sulanke and
Wintgen 1972) of Lorentz invariants on a manifold X 4 in contrast to the repeated
opinion of Fock, Bondi, Havas and some other authors denying the presence of any
symmetries in gravitation theory.
Thus, the equivalence principle formulated above helps to provide a gravitational
field with the status of a Goldstonic field.

3. Goldstonic gravitational field
Not long ago one used to treat vacuum in quantum field theory as a particleless stage,
e.g. described by Fock's vacuum. However, this turned out to be relevant as a rule only
for free systems. This led to introduction of the notion of "physical" vacuum. By
contrast to the "bare" Fock's vacuum, "physical" vacuum possesses certain nonvanishing physical characteristics, and therefore, this vacuum appears to be non-invariant
under some symmetries. Real particles and fields can interact with such a vacuum.
By algebraic quantum theory (Emch 1972) the criterion of a non-invariant vacuum is
the non-invariance of a positive definite form f on operator B*- algebra A of physical
variables, i.e.

f'(a)=f(g(a))~f(a),

a~A, 9¢G.

Such a form defines the representation of A in the Hilbert space

Hf=A/Nf, N/= {a~A: f(a*a)=O},
possessing the cyclic vacuum vector

I)=IA/Ny, Hy=A)), f(a)=(a)y,
where 1A is the approximative unit of the. algebra A, and A 1) is the completion of A l)
with respect to the norm ( t ) = (a'a)=f(a*a) (Dixmier 1969). Non-invariance of the
form f ' c f entails non-invariance of the vacuum I)' ¢1).
In quantum field theory a form f is composed by Green's functions defined by the
generating functional
Z = N - t S[dq] exp [iS(q)].
Green's functions, being vacuum expectations of chronological products of quantum
field operators 4, can be represented as ,correlation functions (T(4*~))=f(q*q) of
classical fields q. This enables one to replace the algebra of quantum fields by the
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enveloping algebra of classical fields W = ~ ( ® E)/J where E is a vector space of
n

n

classical fields, and J is the ideal generated by elements q ® q ' - ( - 1)°q' ® q(a = 0 for
bosons, and a = 1 for fermions) (Ivanenko et al 1985). IfE is a Hilbert space, W is a B*algebra.
Green's functions are invariant under a global group G of transformations of matter
fields q if the action functional of these fields is G-invariant (what is not true for a gauge
group G(X) and for the chiral 7s-symmetry). Therefore, to break G-invariance of
Green's functions one can violate G-invariance of the action S(q) by inserting a term of
interaction of q with some classical Higgs-Goldstone field a into S. Then, the action S
becomes G-covariant as a functional of fields q (i.e. S'(q', tr') = S(q', #) = S(q, a)), and

fo [a'(q,)] = f¢ [a(q'i) ] = N - z S [dq,'] a(q'~) exp [iS(qi, a)]
= N '-1S [dq;l a(q;) exp [iS(q~, ~')] =fo, [a(qi)l,
where a(q~) ~ W consists of some tensor products of basis elements qi of the Hilbert
space E. In general fo #fo, and vacuums I)¢ and I)¢, are non-equivalent. Since the
action S(q, a) is G-covariant, the symmetry breaking caused by a Higgs-Goldstone field
is spontaneous (Ivanenko et al 1985).
A pseudo-Riemannian metric 9 makes the action functional S(q, 9) covariant under
the group GL(4, R). Consequently, a gravitational field makes Green's functions and
the vacuum of matter fields q non-invariant under space-time transformations.
Moreover, forms f~ and f~ define generally non-equivalent representations of the
algebra W and consequently non-equivalent vacuums.
Since the algebraic quantum field theory is far from satisfactory, we illustrate this
proposition within the framework of the two-dimensional Euclidean quantum field
theory (Simon 1974). Let q be a scalar field on R 2, and

S = ~ 1( - aiq*8iq- m2q2)d2x.
Let E be a Hilbert space of generalized functions whose Fourier images q(p) are
ordinary functions with the finite norm
IIq II2 =f(q,q) = ( q , q ) = ~q2(pXp2 + m2)- 1d2p.
We consider 9 = 2~/. Then

fg(q*q) = ~q2(p)(p2 + m2/2)-1 d2p #f(q,q),

q e E.

(3)

If f and fg define equivalent representations there must exist an element b ~ H I,
( b ' b ) = 1, such that

( q*q )9 = (b*q*qb) = ( q ' b ) ( b*q ) + ( q * q )
(Dixmier 1969). However, in this case fields q satisfying the relation ( b ' q ) 3 0 (i.e.
(q*q)o =/:(q*q)) compose a subspace only of a countable Hilbert dimension. This is in
contradiction to relation (3), and vacuums [) and [)0 are non-equivalent.
Thus, there arise important reasons to treat a pseudo-Riemannian metric as the
Higgs-Goldstone field. This treatment also poses the important question on the
existence of the Higgs gravitation vacuum.
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Although a non-invariant vacuum modelled by a Higgs field is part and parcel of the
contemporary gauge unified theory, the physical nature of such a vacuum still remains
unclear. The viewpoint many authors accept is that a non-invariant vacuum is sui
generis a condensate by analogy with the Cooper condensate, and its Higgs field is
described by constructing an effective action (Bender et al 1977; Kawati and Miyata
1981; Sinha 1985).
For example, let {q.4} be Dirac fermions endowed with indices {A --- 1, 2} of internal
symmetries G, whose G-invariant Lagrangian
k , 4 qa)(q~
a
*B b
L=q*(i~q +~(qa
qa)

(4)

includes the interaction term of the Ivanenko-Heisenberg nonlinear type which is
responsible for condensate appearance.
Lagrangian (4) can be linearized by inserting a collective field in the generating
functional
Z = N-1 j[dq*] [dq] Ida] exp (i~L' d'x),
1

L' = q*(ii~+ #)q + -~ Tr #2,

(5)

where a are components of the (2 × 2) matrix # acting on indices A. Lagrangian (4) is
reconstructed by integration of Z over the field a. Lagrangian (5) of fields q is Gcovariant due to the field a. Then, if a contains a classical component ao ~ 0 fermion
Green's functions and vacuum fail to be G-invariant, i.e. spontaneous symmetry
breaking takes place. Thereby, a collective field a plays the role of a Higgs-Goldstone
field.
Integration of Z over fermion fields results in the effective action of the field

Seff=-iTrln(i~+#)+lfTr#2dax.
Then, a classical Higgs component ao is defined as a stable solution of the equation

~Seff/&r =O.
Let us examine a constant solution a o such that Tr #o = 0. Then, the equation for a o
reads
k- ltr,~+ i ~4aaa (p2 + det #)- i d4p

= k-lana+4n2a~det#I-y+4~n-ln(-det#/#2)]=O,

(6)

where the dimension regularization is applied. This equation admits the non-zero
stable solution ( - d e t # o = M E , aoBa< 0, M2--*~ when n~4) identified with the
vacuum Higgs field.
The method of constructing an effective action can also be applied in gravitation
theory (Adler 1982; Birrel and Davies 1982). Let us consider the fermion field qa in the
vacuum Higgs field a o satisfying equation (6) and in a gravitational field g. Its
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Lagrangian reads

L = q*(iTD+ #o)q- k- 1M 2.
Following the standard procedure (Birrel and Davies 1982), one can obtain the effective
gravitation Lagrangian

2
2/112))(n(--~---2)
2M4 I -M2R
Lo= (4n)"/2(-,+~-~_n-ln(M

12(n-2)

M 2
t-a2)---k "

(7)
where a2 denotes terms of quadratic order in the gravitation curvature R. Substitution
of the solution M z of equation (6) into Lagrangian (7) results in
( (4n)"/2M2
Lg= \ 2 ~ k

M2 ']
(4n)"/2R
(4n)"/2a2
k /-t 48n2(n_2)k t-4n2kM2 .

When n=4 (M2--*oo) the effective gravitation Lagrangian takes on the familiar
Hilbert-Einstein form Lg= (6k)- IR.
Note the following specificity of this effective gravitation Lagrangian Lg due to the
Higgs field tro obeying the Higgs vacuum equation (6). (i) Since M 2 ~ ~ the effective
Lagrangian L o includes no terms of quadratic order in curvature, i.e. this is the Hilbert
Lagrangian of classical Einstein gravity. (ii) The effective Lagrangian Lg possesses no
cosmological term, because if one such generated by vacuum polarization is
compensated by the identical term of the Higgs field Lagrangian that, in our opinion,
may contribute to explaining the very small value of the cosmological constant that one
now observes. (iii) The gravitational constant in the effective Lagrangian Lg is finite,
and this is connected with the coupling constant of fermion-fermion interaction of the
Ivanenko-Heisenberg nonlinear spinor theory type.
As a consequence, the semiclassical equation for a Higgs gravitational field g0 take
on the familiar form of Einstein's equations of general relativity
1
R,v--~guvR
=6k ( T,v ),

where T,v is the energy-momentum tensor of the "ordinary" matter, so that one cannot
even exclude the eventually present coincidence of go with a familiar classical
gravitational field.

4. Goldstonic supergravity
The tensor algebra W of classical fields (see § 3) can be endowed with the structure of
Z2-graded algebra whoseeven part Wo and odd part W~ are composed respectively by
boson and fermion elements of W. Then, supertransformations appear as odd
transformations of W which change the degree of its elements.
Generators of the familiar even transformations compose a Lie algebra. Examination of action of odd generators Q on tensor products q ® q shows that only the
anticommutator QQ'+ Q'Q is an even generator, and an account of odd generators
generalizes Lie algebras to Lie superalgebras. A Lie superalgebra A is a real (or
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complex) algebra acting in real (complex) Z2-graded space L"' m= L0 ~ L1 = R" ~ R".
Therefore, if one confines supertransformations to a superalgebra a theory of
supersymmetries needs no additional anticommuting parameters and coordinates.
Anticommuting parameters appear when finite (non-infinitesimal) supertransformations are considered. Let 9 be such an odd supertransformation. Then, if q and q' are
odd elements of W we obtain

9(q) ® 9(q')=o(q ® q')= -9(q' ® q)= -9(q') ® 9(q),
i.e. elements 9(q) and 9(q') are also odd. But the odd operator Omust change the degree
of q and q'.
To overcome this contradiction one replaces real R by a Grassmann algebra A
possessing a canonical set of generating elements 21 . . . . ,2L. All even (odd) quantities
and operators are multiplied by even (odd) elements of A with the result that all of them
become even relative to sum of degrees. In particular, real Z2-graded spaces L grow
into A envelopes B=(A o ® L o ) • (A1 ® L1), and Lie superalgebras A grow into Lie
algebras of their A envelopes. These Lie algebras represent Lie algebras of groups
admitting parametrization by Grassmann elements, i.e. of supergroups.
Anticommuting coordinates appear when gauge supertransformations are considered. A superalgebra which keeps a total action functional of fermions and bosons is
the Poincar6 superalgebra
{Q,, Q~, Pu; {Q,, Q~} = 2tr,ut~Pu}.
Its generators are realized by differential operators on field functions q(x) for
transforming kinematic terms (q*aOq) of fermions and (Oq*Oq) of bosons into each
other.
The supersymmetry of this action is destroyed by gauge supertransformations.
Indeed, gauge translations aU(x)O~ altering only a form of field functions turn a
Lagrangian into the divergence t~(a~(x)L) only with accuracy to the first order in a
parameter a(x) (see § 2). To keep the action invariant under finite gauge translations
these must be accompanied with coordinate translations xU~x~'+a~'(x). However,
Poincar6 translations can result from superposition of spinor translations within the
framework of the Poincar~ supergroup. Consequently, a coordinate space X must be
extended to a superspace endowed with ordinary coordinates x and anticommuting
"spinor" coordinates 0.
At present, there exist two mathematical models ofa superspace. A supermanifold by
Berezin (Berezin 1966; Kostant 1977) is a pair (X, SF) of a real manifold X and a sheaf of
germs of A-valued smooth functions (superfunctions) on X. A superfunction F can be
represented by a family {f~ .... A~, k = 0 , . . . , L} of real functions on X which are
coefficients of F relative to the basis {2a,2A, . . . 2a~} of A as a real vector space of
dimension 2L.
A supercoordinate frame on the supermanifold (X, SF) consists of coordinates x" of
the manifold X and generators of Z2-graded algebra SF which are exhausted by
coordinate functions [x~]: X ~ x = (xl . . . . . x")~ x u ~ R and basis elements [2a ] of the
sheaf of germs of locally constant superfunctions on X. A supercoordinate transformation reads

(x, Ix], [).])--,(x', [x'], [,~'])=(x'(x, 0), x'([x], [;t]), ,V([x], [~.])),

(8)
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F'([x'], [2'])~F([x], [2])= F'(x'([x], [2]), 2'([x], [2])),

(9)

where morphism (9) is the isomorphism of Z2-graded algebra SF, defined by preimages
x'([x], [2]), 2'([x], [2]) in SF.
The even sheaf coordinates Ix] can be identified with the manifold coordinates x.
However, this identity is destroyed by coordinate transformation (8), because, in
contrast to manifold coordinates x', sheaf coordinates [x'] contain generally a
nilpotent part. In particular, the difference between x and Ix] results in a certain
specificity of integration by Berezin (Rogers 1985).
The odd sheaf coordinates [2] cannot be treated as a coordinate in any ordinary
sense. These are the fixed canonical generator elements of the Grassmann algebra A.
Their variations mean changes of the basis of expansion of a superfunction F with the
result that F remains unchanged while its coefficients fA~.., a~ vary, e.g. [2]--*[r2]
results in f a ~ r- if a, r e R. In particular, [2] admits no global translation [2]--* [2 + ~]
where ~ is an odd constant parameter, independent on coordinates [2].
The problem of superspace admits rather satisfactory solution on the basis of the
Rogers formalism of supermanifolds (Rogers 1980; Jadczyk and Pilch 1981; DeWitt
1984). A Grassmann algebra A grows to the Banach algebra and Euclidean topological
space of dimension 2 L due to the norm
L

1121[=ZlaalAkl,

2= ~

aAl'''Ak2Al...

2Ak.

k=O At .. • Ak

One calls superspace a A envelope B"' " endowed with n even coordinates x ~ Ao and m
odd coordinates 0 ~ AI. On the other hand, B""" is isomorphic to the Euclidean space
of dimension 2t'- 1(n + m).
A supermanifold M"'" of dimension (n, m) is defined as a Banach manifold endowed
with an atlas W= {U~, ~bi: Ui~B"" "}. One constructs a tangent superbundle T(M"" m)
over a supermanifold M"' m. This bundle possesses the typical fibre B"'" and the
structure Lie supergroup L(n, m) of isomorphisms of B"' ". This supergroup represents
the ordinary Lie subgroup of the group GL(2 L- l(n + m), R). Thereby, a supermanifold
M"'" and a tangent superbundle T(M"' ") can be represented as a real manifold of
dimension 2L- l(n + m) and a tangent bundle over it whose transition functions obey the
special condition of Cauchy-Riemann type. As a consequence, some theorems for
bundles also are relevant for superbundles (Bruzzo and Ciancci 1984).
Let us construct the graded analogue of a space-time manifold. The superalgebra
OSP(4, 2; 1) seems to be the most convenient for describing the super space-time
symmetries. Its even part is the direct sum of the Lorentz algebra SO(3, 1) and the
sympletic algebra SP(4).
The superalgebra OSP(4, 2; 1) possesses the representation of minimal dimension in
the graded space L 4' 4 by matrices M obeying the equation MrA + AM = 0 where A is
the matrix whose non-zero elements read
a00

:

- -

al 1

=

- -

a22 = -- a33 = a45 ='-- 17/54= a67 = -- a76 : 1.

(10)

The even part of L 4' 4 is the space of the 4-vector representation of SO(3, 1), and the odd
part of L 4' 4 is the space of the 4-spinor representation of SP(4) ~ SO(3, 1). The
imbedding of the Lie algebra SO(3, 1) into the Lie algebra GL(4, R) induces the
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imbedding of the Lie superalgebra OSP(4, 2; 1) into the Lie superalgebra 1 (4, 4)
possessing the natural representation in the graded space L 4' 4
The A envelope B4' 4 of the graded space L 4' 4 seems to be the best model for the
graded generalization of the Minkowski space. The Lie supergroup OSP(4, 2; 1) (whose
Lie algebra is the A envelope of the Lie superalgebra OSP(4, 2; 1) replaces the Lorentz
group and keeps the invariance of bilinear form (10) on the superspace B4' 4.
Let us consider the supermanifold M 4' 4 and the tangent superbundle T(M 4' 4).
Following the pattern of the equivalence principle in gravitation theory, we require
construction of the structure group L(4, 4) of the bundle T(M 4' 4) to the Lie supergroup
OSP(4, 2; I). This contraction takes place if and only if a global section h~ of the
associated bundle in quotient spaces L(4, 4)/OSP(4, 2; 1) exists. This quotient space is
isomorphic to the space of all bilinear forms on the superspace B 4' 4 which can acquire
canonical form (10) due to L(4, 4) transformations. Therefore, a global section hs can be
treated as a tetrad supergravity field (Ivanenko and Sardanashvily 1986; Sardanashvily
and Zakharov 1986).
Note that no existing model of supergravity defines supergravity in satisfactory
rigorous geometrical terms. Therefore, there are no guarantees that a supergravity field
which these models define includes Einstein's gravity as a geometrical field. The
definition of supergravity in superbundle terms can settle this problem.
A supergravity field h~ is sure to include a gravitational field h, but this inclusion fails
to be unique. This is induced by projection ofa Grassmann algebra onto real R by the
body map a which annuls nilpotent parts of elements. The body map of a superspace
Bn, monto R n is defined by the equivalence relation ab = ab', b, b' ~ B n"ra on a superspace
B"' m. But the definition of this relation on a supermanifold is faced with difficulties.
Two elements ofa supermanifold which are g-equivalent in some chart (U, ~) may be
non-equivalent with each other relative to another chart of a supermanifold due to
nilpotent parts of even coordinates. A supermanifold possesses such an atlas that aequivalence is defined everywhere on a supermanifold (Catenacci et al 1985), but in
general the quotient of a supermanifold by this equivalence relation fails to be even a
topological manifold. The problem of nilpotent parts of even elements is common for
all physical models utilizing supermanifolds.

5. Translation gauge potentials and space-time dislocations
Supporters of the Poincar6 group gauge theory of gravity lose sight of the fact that
translation gauge potentials, being coefficients of affine connections, are represented by
R4-valued forms on tlTX, but not on X. On X these are expressed by tensor fields of the
type (1,1) (Kobayashi and Nomizu 1963). Such a tensor field describes the fibre-to-fibre
map of the tangent bundle TX, and this has nothing to do with a tetrad gravitational
field h defined above. In particular, both indices of a gauge translation field A~ are
coordinate ones, and A~ and h i differ in their gauge transformation laws. Indeed, the
tetrad functions h, desoribing gauge transition between the fixed atlas Wg and a given
atlas W are transformed as h~gh (ha~h~,) under gauge transformations g: W~tIJ'
whereas A ~ g A g - I(A~A~',) (Ivanenko and Sardanashvily 1983; Sardanashvily 1983,
1984).
At the same time, in the continuum mechanics gauge potentials of spatial
translations seem to possess the satisfactory physical treatment as fields describing
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dislocations (Kadic and Edelen 1983; Kr6ner 1982). If dislocations are present, then a
displacement u ~is defined only with accuracy to gauge translations u~--,u~+a~(x). A
gauge translation potential A T represents plastic distortion, the covariant derivative
D~u"= O~um- A.'? coincides with elastic distortion, and the strength F~ describes the
dislocation density.
The gauge theory of dislocations in continuous media suggests that gauge potentials
of Poincar6 space-time translations also may be treated as fields describing sui generis
dislocations of a space-time manifold (Edelen 1985; Sardanashvily and Gogberashvily
1986).
Let u(x) be a global section of the aifine tangent bundle A T(X) over a space-time
manifold. To treat u(x) as a displacement field we define deformation of a manifold X 4.
Let A~ = A 1 + A be an affine connection on A T(X). The linear connection A ~ defines the
exponential map
expl: tlAT(X)~(x, u)--.x(x, u, s= l ) e X ,
where T(x, u, s) is the geodesic with initial dates (x, u, s=0). If a global section u(x) is
fixed, the deformation of a manifold is defined to be the fibre-to-fibre map of the tangent
bundle TX

Tx~ Tpx,,~) [tlA T(X)] ~ Tx,, x' = expl [x, u(x)],

(11)

where T h are horizontal su'bspace of tangent spaces to tIAT(X), defined by the
affine connection. When the gauge u = 0 is fixed deformation (11) reads x ~ y = x ,
v
v
#
Tv Ov'-*(6,--Au)T
O~.

An account of gauge translation potentials A in the field theory results in description
of fields on the deformed manifold. Under the gauge u = 0 this description is effectively
reduced to replacement of a metric g and connection A 1 in a matter field Lagrangian by
the effective metric ~ and the effective connection ~1

gu~-h, hv9~,
v
J~,a=hahu(h

h , - 6 ~ , - A u,
-1

a
a
~
v
at
),A~w-hoh,
O~(h- 1 )~.

(12)

Hereinafter, the gauge u = 0 holds, and the matter is assumed to be spinless. Then a
gauge translation field A is inserted in a matter field Lagrangian L,. only via the
effective metric (12). As a consequence, variation of L., over A ~, results in the canonical
energy-momentum tensor h(h-a)~TU~(h=deth~) as the matter source of gauge
translation potentials.
The Lagrangian of a gauge translation field A consists of the Lagrangian L. of a
displacement field u(x) under the gauge u = 0 and the Lagrangian LA of a field A itself.
Since Daub= - A ~ under the gauge u = 0 , the Lagrangian L~ is reduced to algebraic
combinations of fields A~. We choose it in the form L.=k(A~A~,-(A~)2/2).
The Lagrangian L a represents various quadratic combinations F. F from components of the strength tensor -,~-,,t,,,vl,
w. ~r i,~ r" Choose the Lagrangian LA in the form
_

1 Fu Fw-41
1 +b- X)Fu~,F,,, j]
LA = ~a_~,_
~ _ ~1F , ~ , F v"~--~(a-
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Here we restrict ourselves to the linear order in A. Then, variation of the total
Lagrangian L = L . + L.= o + LA over A entails equations (to the linear order in A)
[ ] e ~ - O . O r e~v-O~O r ey~ + q.~O'O rear + OuO~e

(13)

- ~ [] e + 2ak e,, - ak~u~ e = - a T,~,

(14)
where euv = At, v, oJuv= At,~j, e = e~. Equation (14) shows that o9 = 0 when matter is
spinless. Equation (13) is reduced to equations
([3+m2)s.~=-aTU~,

0J'~=0,

m2=2ak,

for a massive field sUV-qUVe/2, which are analogous with equations for a massive
graviton (Meszaros 1985).
Since a translation gauge field A and a gravitational field 9 possess the same matter
source, and A is inserted into equations of motion via the effective metric 9, field A can
yield corrections to the Newtonian gravitational potential.
Let L = L . + LA + L . =o + Lo be a total Lagrangian where the gravitation Lagrangian
Lg to the linear order in A reads Lg = - (16riG) - 1( _ g) x/z hR. Variations of L over A ~,
and O entails the equations
De~-OatO /~ e Gt~ - O ~ O % ~ - 5 ~ D e + OUO~e + f~ O"Otje~
+ mZ(e~ - 6~e/2) = - a(T~ + (16riG)- 16~ R),

(15)

R~ = 8rtG( T ~ - 6~ T/Z).

Equations (15) can be rewritten in the form
/a
[]e~-OatO /~ e atv - O ~t Ove~
+OvOUe+m2e~= - a T e .

(16)

Let T be the energy-momentum tensor of the motionless point mass M, i.e.
T~ = MS(r), Tiu = 0. Then, the equation for a weak gravitational field g = r/+ 2(0 and

equation (16) possess the static solutions
cp° = - GM/r,

e ° = - a M ( 4 n r ) - 1 exp ( - mr).

Since the action of a probe particle M' reads S = - M' SdL we obtain the modification of
the Newtonian gravitational potential
-MG(r)r-l=-MG®r-l(1-~exp(~r/2)),

~ = a/4nG, 2 = m -1.

(17)

The possibility of such a modification has received some serious attention in the last
decade. On the experimental side, existing laboratory, geophysical and astronomical
data exclude only the region [1 c m < 2 < 1 0 9 c m ] × [1~1>10 -4] of the values of
parameters 2, ~ (Chen et al 1984; Hoskins et al 1985; Holding et a l 1986). On the
theoretical side, a fifth weakest fundamental interaction has also been suggested (Fujii
1986; DeRujula 1986). This interaction must be as universal as a gravity, so that its
matter source can be represented by a mass or an energy-momentum tensor. This
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interaction cannot be reduced to the vacuum polarization effects, i.e. this must be
described by a massive classical field. But its mass is unusually small (e.g., if 2 > 1 cm
then m < 10- s eV).
A "dislocation" field A described above fits all these conditions. For example, its
mass m2 = 2ka originates from the kinematic term of the displacement field Lagrangian
L, under the gauge u = 0 where k makes sense of a coefficient of"elasticity" of a spacetime.
Note that potential (17) with parameters 0t>0.90, 2>20kpc, Goo>10Go may
contribute to the problem of mass discrepancies in galaxies (Sanders 1986).

6. Conclusions
The goldstonic gravitation theory seems to clarify many fundamental problems. It
clarifies the physical specificity of gravity as the Goldstonic field. The universal gauge
description of electromagnetic, weak, and strong interactions is expanded to gravity,
opening the door for the unification of all fundamental interactions. The connection of
the matter Higgs vacuum with the gravitation Higgs vacuum, and the relation of the
latter with the structure of a space-time and cosmology may expand the contemporary
unification programme to the radical unification of matter and a geometric arena,
"prematter" and "pregeometry".
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